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The Russian poet Marina Tsvetaeva writes, “The whole event of poetry—from the poet’s vision to 
the reader’s reception—takes place entirely within the soul, that first, lowest sky of the spirit.” In the 
twenty-first century—an age of email, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, TikTok, etc.—we, as 
writers and teachers, can easily lose ourselves (and our students) in a flood of social media and the 
many voices we encounter on the screen. In this seminar, we will explore craft across a range of literary 
texts seeking what Tsvetaeva calls the “event of poetry” and distinguishing that event from the 
ordinary commerce of our daily lives. We’ll begin by asking ourselves what most compels us in the act 
of writing. We, as writers, are moved by particular memories, images, dreams, and other personal and 
historical concerns that haunt us, and we often find ourselves returning to those again and again. In 
our discussions, we’ll consider how such obsessions enter, shape the world of our writing—and can 
offer us a sense of agency, even transformation, as we grapple with these concerns through the lens 
of poetry and memoir. We’ll explore texts that engage us in a discussion of lyric form and hybridity—
the use of verse, story, reportage, song, visual image, typography, as elements of poetic collage and 
artistic response. Through in-class writing exercises, we will begin to shape our own literary projects 
as mosaics evocative of the postmodern era in which we live and write and teach. Please join me this 
summer for what I’m confident will be a meaningful and fun creative process in the midst of our 
tumultuous historical moment. 
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